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Abst ract - -We investigate convergence property of the restricted Broyden class of variable metric 
methods. We show that when these methods with unit step are applied to a strictly convex quadratic 
objective function, the generated iterative sequence converges to the unique solution of the problem 
globally and superlinearly. Moreover, the distance between the iterative matrix and the Hessian 
matrix of the objective function decreases with iterations. The sequence of function vMues also 
exhibits descent property when the iteration is sufficiently large. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with the following quadratic minimization problem: 
f(x) = ~xT Qx + qT x, x e R ~, (1) min 
where Q E R ~×~ is symmetric and positive definite and q E R ~. A variable metric method for 
solving problem (1) generates a sequence of iterates {xk} by letting Xk+l = xk + c~kdk, where dk 
is a solution of the following system of linear equations: 
Bkdk + ~T f(xk) = 0, (2) 
where V f  denotes the gradient of f .  The matr ix Bk, as an approximation of the Hessian matr ix 
~72f(xk), is updated by a variable metric formula (or quasi-Newton formula). In this paper, we 
consider the restricted Broyden class of variable metric methods in which matr ix Bk is updated 
by the following formula: 
BksksTk Bk YkY~ "r 
= - -  VkV k , Bk+l Bk s Bks  + y[sk + (3) 
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where Ck E [0, 1] is a parameter, Sk = Xk+l -- xk, Yk = V f (xk+l )  -- V f (Xk) ,  and 
Yk Bksk 
Vk -- y [  sk s~ Bksk " 
This class of variable metric methods includes two well-known methods: BFGS method and DFP 
method, which correspond to Ck = 0 and Ck = 1, respectively. It is clear that Bk+l inherits the 
positive definiteness of Bk because yTksk T = s k Qsk > O. 
The steplength ~k > 0 is determined by a line search process. Well-known line searches include 
exact line search in which c~k is an exact solution of the one-dimensional minimization problem 
min f (xk  + ~dk), and inexact line searches uch as Armijo-type search or Wolfe-type search. 
An attractive property of this class of methods is their superlinear convergence. Moreover, for 
convex minimization problem, they are globally convergent if exact line search is used [1,2]. The 
global convergence of variable metric methods from Broyden's class except for DFP (¢k -- 1) 
with inexact line search has also been established by some authors [3-5]. The global convergence 
of DFP method with inexact line search still remains open though progress has been made in 
recent years [6-8]. 
The purpose of this paper is to further investigate global convergence property of the restricted 
Broyden class of variable metric methods. We focus our attention to problem (1). In addition, we 
assume that the unit step is used. That is, we let c~k ---- 1 for all k. It has been shown by Dennis 
and Mor~ [9] that when BFGS and DFP methods with unit step are applied to problem (1), 
the generated iterates converge to the unique solution of the problem globally and superlinearly. 
Mor~ and Trangenstein [10] proved that Broyden's rank one method with unit steplength when 
applied for solving a system of linear equations is globally and superlinearly convergent to a 
solution of the system. In this paper, we extend Dennis-MorO's results to the restricted Broyden 
class of variable metric methods. 
As an anonymous referee pointed out, the paper, though dealing with the global convergence of
the restricted Broyden class of variable metric methods, is different from the related papers uch 
as [3-6]. First, the methods considered in this paper use unit step at every iteration while the 
methods considered in [3-6] used line searches to determine the steplength. Second, the results 
obtained in the paper show that the approximation error between the quasi-Newton matrix and 
the Hessian of the objective function exhibits some decreasing property, which is in general not 
true for a nonquadratic objective function. At last, the manner of the proof in the paper is also 
different from those papers. 
In the next section, we prove that the distances between Bk and Q decrease with k. In Section 3, 
we prove the global and superlinear convergence of the methods. We also show in Section 3 that 
the function value sequence {f (xk)}  is decreasing when k is sufficiently large. 
2. PROPERTIES  OF QUASI -NEWTON MATRICES 
In this section, we show that the distance between matrices Bk and Q decreases with k. We 
first rewrite (3) as 
Bk+l  .L DBFGS ..~ (1 .t \DDFP  = q~kOk+ 1 -- ~k)Ok+ 1 , (4) 
where 
and 
Bksks [Bk  YkY[ B BFGs Bk -t- (5) 
k+l = s~Bksk y [sk  
8 T ( S T T 
I:~DFP I - -  Yk k ~ Bk  I - -kYk~ YkYk 
X~k+l :- y[sk/ y[sk/ + ykTsk " (6) 
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The inverse of (4) can be written as 
-1 = (l - ~bk) /~BFGSk--1 /B DFPk-1 
Bk+ 1 t~k+l ] +¢k t k+l] 
( --1 T -1 SkS: ~ = ~k Bk 1 Bk.TB_lYkYk B q_ 
"Yk k Yk yT sk l (7) 
+(1-~bk) S B;1 I y [sk /+y[sk J  ' 
where Ck E [0, 1]. The relation between Ck and Ck is (see, e.g., [9]) 
ak(1 - Ck) Ck = 
Ck +ha(1 - Ck)' 
T - i  T T where ak = (Yk Bk Yk)Sk Bksk/Yk S/c > 0. It is clear that ~bk E [0, 1] if Ck e [0, 1]. 
Let ~ = Q1/2Sk, [~ = Q-1/2BkQ-1/2, and [~+~ = Q-1/2B~+~Q-1/2, where Q1/2 is symmet- 
ric and positive definite such that Q = QU2 . Q1/2. It is easy to see that y~T s~ = II~kll 2, where !1" II 
denotes the Euclid norm of vectors. Let ]1 " lie stand for the Frobenius norm of matrices. The 
scalar ]]J~k -- IHF = IIQ-1/2(B~ - Q)Q-1/2N measures the distance between Bk and Q. The 
following proposition shows that the distance between Bk and Q decreases with k, and that the 
distance between B~ -1 and Q-1 decreases with k too. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let {xk} and {B~} be generated by a variable metric method from Broyden's 
class with unit step. Then the following inequalities hold: 
-3/2 -1/2 (~k __ l) ~k 2 
]~k+l--I  F < B~- I  F--¢k (B;k -Bk  )sk 2_(1_¢k  ) (8) 
- 2 - s ~ ~[Dk~k 2 D~ - s ~ I I~ l l  ~ 
and 
I I f~-3 /2  /~- I /2~ - II 2 - 1 2 D#~I-IF< D#l--/F--ckmltfk2 - -  ~ )Y~II , ,  (B;-s)~ 
where 9k = Q-  ~12yk = ~k. In particular, sequences {IID~-slIF} and {lID[I-SlIP} a,e aecre~ing. 
PROOF. Without confliction, we omit the subscript k and use "+" to denote the subscript k+ 1. 
Multiplying both sides of (5) and (6) by Q-1/2. Q-1/2, respectively, we get 
D~YGs-I : (D -  S) 
/~T/~ ,~,~T 
.~T/~ + ii;11 ~ (lO) 
and 
I1~112) I lal12) , 
respectively. Taking Frobenius norm in both sides of (10), we get 
2 
_ 2.~TD3~ D~ 1 
- -  ~TB,~ ' 
(11) 
(1~3/2 _/~1/2) ~ 2 (12) 
( uu-r"~A ; A(  uur~ 2 
= HAH2F s-11~112 ) = s-i1~11~ ) F 
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where the inequality was obtained by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
matrix A E R nxn and any vector u E R n, the following equalities hold: 
][Aul[ 2 
i1~11~ • 
By the use of these equalities, it is easy to deduce from (11) that 
2 
~DFP _ S - 
+ F = 
(~_ ~ (~_~) (~_ ~ 
II~ll 2j II~ll 2] i 
= D-s ;  (B -S )~2 
II~ll 2 
So, we get from (4), (12), and (13) that 
/ )+- I  F -< ¢ /)+BFCS_I F +(1-¢)  /)+DFP_I F 
_<+(~-~ 2-( '_-~2")~ ~) "~  
t/2 
_< ~- , -+  ~IF--;N~- ~ -(~- ~ ~-, ,~,~ 
It is obvious that for any 
(13) 
(14) 
Here we have used the inequality v~ ff - b 2 < [a[ - b2/2lal for all a, b C R such that 0 < Ib[ ~ lab 
Inequality (14) shows (8). Similarly, by the use of (7), it is not difficult to prove (9). | 
3. GLOBAL AND SUPERL INEAR CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we prove the global and superlinear convergence of the restricted Broyden class 
of variable metric methods with unit step. 
Summing both sides of (8) from k = 0 to infinity, we get 
(B k -B  k )sk (1--¢k) Dk- I  Fll~kl[ 2
Since {[[Bk - I[IF} is bounded and Ck e [0, 1], the above inequality implies 
oo { ( fi3/2 _ fil/2"~ (Dk - I) sk 2 < c~. min \~k ~k ] Sk 2 
k=o ~T/)k~k ' II~kll 2 
(15) 
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Let M > 0 be a constant such that 11~/211 _< M and 11~;1/211 ~ M. Then we have 
which implies 
2 -1/2 
( /~k- I )  ~k < ( / )3 /2_Bk)sk  2M4" 
This together with (15) yields 
(/)k - I )  ~k 
lim 5k = lim = 0, 
k-~ ~-~ I1~11 
(16) 
where 
5k = (Bk -- I )  ~k 
II~kll 
We consider the descent property of the function value sequence {f(xk)}. By the definition 
of f and (2), it is easy to deduce that 
f (Xk-bl) -- f(Xk) = Vf(xk)Tsk ~- IsTQsk 
2 
1T  = -~ Q~ + s[(Q - Bk)~k 
_! i) <- 2 II~klL2 +11~11 (~k-  ~k 
1 (1 . 
(17) 
Since (~k satisfies (16), (17) shows that sequence {f(xk)} is decreasing for k sufficiently large. 
We summarize the above discussion as the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let {xk} be generated by a method from Broyden's class with unit step. Then we 
have 
0 f (xk+l) <_ f(xk) - -~ [[~k]] 2 - I 
We conclude the paper by proving the global and superlinear convergence of the methods. 
THEOREM 1. Let {xk} be generated by a method from Broyden's class with unit step. Then {xk} 
converges to the unique solution of (1). Moreover, the convergence rate is superlinear. 
PROOF. Let 6k = [](Bk- Q)sk[[/[]Sk][. By the positive definiteness of Q, we get from (16) 
limk--.~ 8k = 0. Let x* = _Q- lq  denote the unique solution of (1). It follows from (2) that 
Ilxk-1 - x*ll = l ip -1  [ (vS  (Xk+l) - Vf(xk)) - Bks~]ll  
_< I1~-111 H(B~- Q)sktl 
_< ([ IXk+l - x* l l  + I lxk - x* l l ) I IQ-111 ~k. 
(18) 
Since {Sk} ~ O, inequality (18) implies that {xk} converges to x* globally and superlinearly. The 
proof is complete. | 
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